Technical solutions to
support asset management
A step forward to change the complete system engineering process
to reduce time, costs and the chance on possible errors.

Introduction
When looking for linear drive solutions for civil applications, there are several
technologies which can generate the reciprocating movement, such as
hydraulic systems, compact electro hydraulic systems, electromechanical
cylinders and other mechanical systems like rack and pinion mechanisms.
But what are the key differences between these systems? How do you know
what to choose for your application? How can you compare reliability and
explore green power options? These questions and more
can all be solved through effective asset management.
Choose the right partner to support
your asset management

developed various support tools to ensure
the lowest possible costs are achieved.

The management of movable civil infrastructure
involves the commissioning, operation and

In terms performance management, the

maintenance of civil engineering installations.

RAMS model is an effective way to measure

To be able to choose the best solution, it’s

different parameters. RAMS stands for reliability,

essential to have knowledge in the supply

availability, maintainability and safety, which

chain on all aspects which influence capital

are all covered by asset management.

and operational expenses. What exactly is the
role of a supplier such as VHT in this process,

All VHT hydraulic and mechanical drives are

and what support can be given?

engineered and produced according to the
highest standards, and they offer a maximum

In principle there are six main topics to cover:

value for money, including the cost for main-

costs, reliability, availability, maintainability,

tenance. However, you need more than just a

safety and environment.

good product, and some technical challenges
are difficult to calculate.

Total Cost of Ownership
When it comes to costs, there are two types to

Therefore, testing and experience are necessary

consider – direct and indirect. Direct costs are

to come to the right design choices. Good

simply the costs for acquiring and installing

examples of these type of challenges are

the system and operating it as intended. This

friction and corrosion. Excess friction and

includes the physical footprint, as the more

corrosion can have a huge impact on TCO,

space you need for the system the higher

and can lead to malfunctions, downtime and

the costs will be. Indirect costs are related

pollution, whereas low friction can also improve

to the other total cost of ownership (TCO).

energy efficiency and reduce noise levels.

This includes not only the maintenance costs

These factors demand in-depth knowledge

but also the costs of depreciation and down-

gained from experience and testing, and this is

time, which can have a huge impact.

why corrosion and friction are key components
of VHT’s development for large linear drives.

The supplier can help the asset manager by

Friction is governed by the drives tribological

keeping product costs low, but more effectively

systems, and corrosion resistance is not only

by offering a solution causing a low TCO. VHT is

achieved through preservation but also by

quite familiar with life cycle costing and has

choosing the right materials and material
combinations.
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Surface matters

it is important to explain some details of a

Tribology and corrosion resistance rely on the

tribological system. If the seal geometry is

material surfaces. A good example of optimal

optimized and based on the hydrodynamic

corrosion resistance is the VHT Enduroq piston

lubrication theory, this seal in the tribological

rod coating series. Several rod coatings are

system will go very fast from boundary to

available for different applications where

mixed and maybe a first step into hydrody-

different levels of corrosion resistance are

namic lubrication. The deeper in the mixed

required. On the high end, the Enduroq 3,

or full lubrication regime, the more the fluid

a laser cladded Ultimet® based coating,

film separates the counter bodies, and full

withstands extreme corrosive environments.

separation means no mechanical wear.

In the field and in different tests this coating
shows a superior corrosion resistance. Other

In the case of a linear drive, the velocities

coatings in the Enduroq series are also based

are usually such that we will only commute

on longterm experience through testing and

between boundary and mixed lubrication.

in the field.

This implies that all aspects in the tribological
system of linear drive systems need optimiza-

A tribological system is the system of interact-

tion, which is what VHT does with its products.

ing surfaces in relative motion with or without

The rod coating materials and the rod coating

a lubricant. When we want to improve the

surface structure, the hydraulic fluid and the

friction of a tribological system we can im-

seals and bearings, both in design and materi-

prove materials, lubrication fluids, geometry

als are all fully optimized for the best possible

and surface structures. To understand this,

performance.

Tribological system
linear hydraulic seal
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The importance of maintainability
and environmental management
During development and engineering processes, the maintainability needs to be taken into
account, and this isn’t just a case of making
parts more accessible. A good example of
maintainability is the new seal development
of VHT: The Low Friction Chevron seal. This new
development is a chevron seal that, unlike
conventional seals, builds up a fluid film and

VHT low friction chevron seal

has a back pump effect, making the fluid film
effective in both moving directions. This tech-

The power also has to be available at the right

nology has a possible lifetime of more than

moment, making energy storage an essential

10,000 km where most conventional chevrons

part of the system. This is what VHT calls Power

show a 500 to 1000 km lifetime. This new seal

management.

concept can also be split for easy maintenance in the field, which means huge time

The VHT Power Management System (PMS) is a

and cost saving potential.

modular system for local energy solutions that
makes optimal use of available on-site energy

When it comes to environmental management,

sources. With this power management system,

the important considerations are availability,

different sources of green or grey energy can

safety and livability. When discussing livability,

be used, handled, optimized, stored and pro-

terms like CO2 natural and renewable ener-

vided power at the right moment.

gy are becoming more and more important.
Questions related to CO2 emissions are rela-

The combination of expertise, class-leading

tively easy to answer, but renewable energy

technology, experience in asset management

is a more complex subject, especially self-

and a global presence makes VHT the perfect

supporting green power systems.

partner for finding and implementing the right
linear drive solutions for any civil application.

In most cases you have to combine several
energy sources like wind, sun or water turbines,
which all have different energy outputs.
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Condition monitoring

Electro hydraulic actuators (EHA)

Sudden machine breakdowns, unplanned,

The EHA is a relative new product from VHT. It

costly maintenance work and high frequent

is a linear drive based on hydraulics, but with

predefined maintenance cycles are unwanted.

a sole electrical interface. The linear drive and

They result in considerable costs and in many

power pack including the controls are inte-

cases components do not reach end-of-life.

grated in one product, fully adhering to the

With the smart Industry 4.0 solution Predictive

latest approved technology and techniques.

Analytics from VHT, this becomes a thing of
the past.
VHT developed a platform called ODiN which
offers a range of benefits including higher machine availability with permanent, automated
monitoring of your machine data, lower costs
thanks to reduced downtimes, up to 50% faster
maintenance, increased uptime, reduced costs
for availability of spare parts, data-based
analysis and a maintenance strategy proposal

Electromechanical actuators (EMA)

from our specialists, combined with additional

The EMA is also a relative new product from

VHT services.

VHT, and is a linear “plug-and-run” drive
system, featuring a fully electrical interface.

Technical drive and control solutions

The linear drive is provided by a mechanical

All these proven developments and technical

spindle. The electric servo motor and controls

solutions from VHT are available in our range

are integrated in the product, using the latest

of products.

electric drive technology.

Large hydraulic cylinders (LHC)
Large hydraulic cylinder drive systems of VHT
are using the latest developments to provide
maximum support in asset management. They
include the Enduroq rod coating series and the
best options for seals, bearings and fluids.
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VHT system solutions
Sensor technology and controls can also

ctrlX combines the best of machine controls,

help you in asset management, with

the IT world and the Internet of Things. ctrlX

features such as remote monitoring of

AUTOMATION is Linux based and can reduce

the condition and efficiency, and easy

component and engineering costs by 30 to

(re)commissioning. Anything is possible

50%. It works across multiple programming

but it is important ensure that all control

languages, and can be programmed upfront

components, having their own programming

in a virtual environment. This is a huge step

settings, can operate in a fully safe software

forward and can change the complete

environment.

system engineering process to reduce time,

VHT’s solution for this is ctrlX AUTOMATION.

costs and the chance on possible errors.
Choose the right partner for your asset management. The importance of maintainability
and environmental management.
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Van Halteren Technologies B.V.
Van Salmstraat 70
5281 RS Boxtel
The Netherlands
Phone: +31 (0)88 411 05 00
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